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Abstract: Peer assessment is a special form of collaborative learning, in which peer students learn through assessing others' work. Recently, the design of collaboration scripts is a new focus area within the CSCL community. In this paper, we present a method based on open e-learning standards to script peer assessment processes. A standard-compatible tool can help users to script various forms of peer assessment in a machine-interpretable form. Such peer assessment scripts then can be executed on today’s open technical e-learning infrastructure. In comparison with typical software development approaches to support online peer assessment, this technical approach is more efficient and flexible.

1. Introduction

Falchikov (2001) defines peer assessment as “the process whereby groups rate their peers”. Somervell (1993) states that peer assessment engages students in making judgments on the other students’ work. Researchers have generally agreed that peer assessment stimulates student motivation and encourages deeper learning and understanding (Freeman 1995; Topping 1998; Pope 2001). As Weaver and Cotrell (1986) pointed out, peer assessment can be seen as a means by which ability in the learner to make independent judgments of their own and others’ work can be developed and practiced. A peer assessment can encourage a greater sense of involvement and responsibility, establish a clearer framework and promote excellence, direct attention to skills and learning and provide increased feedback. Peer assessment can be seen as a special type of collaborative learning (Freeman 1995; Brindley and Scoffield 1998; Keppell, Au et al. 2006). It not only promotes students’ confidence in their ability to assess the work of others, but also provides the opportunity to develop skills for working in a team. In principle, no a single form of peer assessment can fit all situations. In practice, various forms of peer assessment are designed and used.

Although peer-assessment may be a comprehensive learning process in some ways, there are also some identified pitfalls (Falchikov 2002). Many of the associated problems may occur because it is a complex procedure and students are not very experienced to conduct peer assessment. The success of peer assessment depends greatly on how the process is set-up and subsequently managed. In recent years, many computer-based tools have been developed for supporting peer assessment. For examples, Many Using and Creative Hypermedia system (MUCH) (Rada, Acquah et al. 1993; Rushton, Ramsey et al. 1993), Peers (Ngu, Shepherd et al. 1995), Peer Grader (PG) (Gehringer 2001), and Self and Peer Assessment Resource Kit (SPARK) (Freeman and McKenzie 2002) are multi-user tools that support collaborative learning and have been successfully used to undertake peer assessment. These software tools are developed in a typical software development method. Normally, software developers make quite a lot efforts and invest much time to develop a peer assessment tool. In addition, after a tool is developed, it is difficult to change and add new functions to fit changing learning contexts and specific needs.

Recently in CSCL community, the design of collaborative learning scripts is a new focus area. The basic idea is to describe collaboration processes formally by using a scripting language and then to scaffold a group of students communicate and collaborate by executing collaboration scripts (O'Donnell and Dansereau 1992; Dillenbourg 2002; Kollar, Fischer et al. 2005; Miao, Hoeksema et al. 2005; Weinberger, Stegmann et al. 2005). However, so far there is no scripting language which is suitable to model various forms of peer assessment (see next section) and furthermore no corresponding system provides run-time support. In this paper, we present an approach based on today’s open e-learning standards to develop and deliver online peer assessment. In comparison with typical software development approaches to support peer assessment, we argue that our approach is more flexible and efficient. This paper is organized as following. First, we briefly introduce peer assessment and analyze the
characteristics of peer assessment from the perspective of collaboration scripts. Then we present an open e-learning standard based approach to support peer assessment. We present how users will be supported to script a peer assessment process by using an authoring tool and to execute a peer assessment script in today’s open technical e-learning infrastructure. After discussing the advantages and disadvantages of this approach, we present conclusions and indicate the future work directions.

2. Various Forms of Peer Assessment

As mentioned above, there are various forms of peer assessment available. The variables could include levels of time on task, engagement, and practice, coupled with a greater sense of accountability and responsibility (Topping, Smith et al. 2000). To analyze the characteristics of peer assessment, we used Topping's aforementioned typology (Topping 1998), shown in Table 1. This typology consists of a survey of variables found in reported systems of peer assessment in higher education.

Table 1: A typology of peer assessment in higher education (Topping 1998)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Range of Variation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Curriculum area/subject</td>
<td>All</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Objectives</td>
<td>Of staff and/or students? Time saving or cognitive/affective gains?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Focus</td>
<td>Quantitative/summative or qualitative/formative or both?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Product/output</td>
<td>Tests/marks/grades or writing or oral presentations or other skilled behaviors?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Relation to staff assessment</td>
<td>Substitutional or supplementary?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Official weight</td>
<td>Contributing to assessee final official grade or not?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Directionality</td>
<td>One-way, reciprocal, mutual?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Privacy</td>
<td>Anonymous/confidential/public?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Contact</td>
<td>Distance or face to face?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Year</td>
<td>Same or cross year of study?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Ability</td>
<td>Same or cross ability?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Constellation Assessors</td>
<td>Individuals or pairs or groups?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Constellation Assessed</td>
<td>Individuals or pairs or groups?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Place</td>
<td>In/out of class?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Class time/free time/informally?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Requirement</td>
<td>Compulsory or voluntary for assessors/ees?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Reward</td>
<td>Course credit or other incentives or reinforcement for participation?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this section we investigate these variables from the perspective of scripting peer assessment. Some variables have no directly effect on scripting. They can be treated as certain kinds of metadata for describing and retrieving scripts. These variables are var. 1, var. 2, var. 6, var. 9, var. 10, var. 12, var. 13, and var. 14. Then we clustered the reminding variables into two categories: task-relevant variables and process-relevant variables.

2.1. Variety in Assessment Tasks

The variable concerning assessment tasks is variable 4. Various types of tasks may be performed in peer assessment for both providing evidences and for giving feedback. The usual task types, as described in variable 4, are tests/marks/grades or writing an essay. As reported in (Kane and Lawler III 1978), different types of tasks can be performed in peer assessment: peer ranking, which consists of having each group member rank all of the others from best to worst on one or more factors; peer nomination, which consists of having each member of the group nominate the member who is perceived to be the highest in the group on a particular characteristic or dimension of performance; and peer rating, which consists of having each group member rate each other group member on a given set of performance or personal characteristics, using any one of several kinds of rating scale. In knowledge
convergence script (Weinberger, Fischer et al. 2004), peer students use open-questions to write articles and to comment on peers’ articles as well.

In addition, variable 4 mentions oral presentations or other skilled behaviors. That is, in an online peer assessment, task-specific application tools may be used to demonstrate their progress and capabilities and to evaluate peers’ work. Pellegrino, Chudowsky et al (2001) described the use of concept mapping to assess knowledge structures, or the use of latent semantic analysis to interpret student essays. Therefore, scripting peer assessment requires explicitly modeling various types of tasks.

2.2. Variety in Assessment Processes

Peer assessment that are embedded in an institutional context, require more stipulation of the processes of assessment and rely on higher levels of student involvement (Sluijsmans, Brand-Gruwel et al. 2004). Var. 5 concerns whether staff is involved in the process and what a kind of role s/he will actually has. Variables concerning the composition of the feedback groups are var. 11, var. 12, and var. 13. Variables concerning the interaction of the students are var. 7 and var. 8. In peer assessment processes, various tasks are carried out by many students with multiple roles in sequence or in parallel. A large quantity of information is produced in performing various tasks in different phases. Students interact with each other through exchange of information. They may exchange in one-way, reciprocal, or mutual manner. In knowledge convergence script (Weinberger, Fischer et al. 2004), peer students transfer their articles and comments in a rotate manner. Variable 3 concerns whether a peer assessment is integrated with other learning activities. Peer assessment has a vital role to play in formative assessment, but it can also be used as a component in a summative assessment package. Therefore, in order to support online peer assessment, a complex workflow with the involvement of multiple users/roles should be modeled.

In summary, there are various forms of peer assessment. They vary in using different task types and in different interaction processes. Basic requirements to script peer assessment are to model various types of assessment tasks and various forms of group interaction.

3. An Approach Based on Open E-learning Standards

This section presents two open e-learning standards which are suitable to support various types of assessment tasks and various assessment processes, respectively. Our approach is based on these two international e-learning standards.

3.1. IMS Question and Test Interoperability

The IMS Question and Test Interoperability (IMS QTI 2006) is an open e-learning standard which describes a data model for the representation of question (assessment_item) and test (assessment_test) and their corresponding results reports. The diagram below the dash line in Figure 1 illustrates the main concepts and their relations. For the purpose of this paper, we omit a lot of detail of IMS QTI conceptual model. General speaking, an assessment_test consists of a set assessment_items. An assessment_item contains not only information about question itself, but also relevant information such as time_dependent, adaptive, stylesheet, modal_feedback, and some kinds of declarations. In Figure 1, only item_body (representing questions) and outcome_declaration (representing results like a score), response_declaration (capturing user’s response), and response_processing (handling results according to user’s responses) are drawn and emphasized. An item_body can have one or more interactions. IMS QTI defines a set of interaction types such as choice_interaction, text_entry_interaction, extended_text_interaction, match_interaction, order_interaction, slider_interaction, an so on. Each interaction is associated with a response variable which captures user’s response. User’s responses will be used to determine the outcome according response_rules (not drawn in Figure 1) specified in response_processing. So IMS QTI provides sufficient flexibility to grow into the advanced constructed-response items and interactive tasks we envisage as the future of assessment elaborates the assessment items in detail (Almond, Steinberg et al. 2001). Furthermore, it provides mechanisms to design structured assessment and control branches and calculate weighted scores. That is, various types assessment tasks and even structured assessment tasks needed in peer assessment can be supported by using IMS QTI tools.

However, IMS QTI is concerned with individual learners only, although it does not prohibit usage in contexts involving other actors (e.g., instructors, supervisors, and peers). It does not support explicitly the definition of a variety of roles or sequencing behaviors that result from participation of other actors. Therefore, it can not be
used to support the multiple roles/users interaction that are needed to model peer assessment. Additionally, IMS QTI does not support specific assessment tasks which need specific assessment tools.

3.2. IMS Learning Design

IMS Learning Design (IMSLD 2003) is an open e-learning standard based on the Educational Modeling language (EML) developed by Open University of the Netherlands (Koper 2001). The diagram of upper part in Figure 1 (excluding grey rectangles) illustrates the main concepts and their relations in IMS LD. It is a conceptual model represented by using UML notations. Some concepts (e.g., learning objective, activity-structure, and concrete expressions) and some relations (e.g., hierarchical structure of role or environment, association relation between act and notification) are not shown in Figure 1 for the sake of simplicity and readability. As illustrated in Figure 1, a learning design (unit of learning is its operational object with necessary resources) consists of a set of components such as roles (including learners and staff), activities (including learning activities and support activities), environments (containing learning objects and services), and properties (including personal, role-based local-/global-properties, not shown in Figure 1). They are organized by using theatrical metaphors like plays, acts, and role-parts as a hierarchically structured and process-oriented method. Conditions, as a part of the method, consist of expressions (e.g., logical expressions, arithmetic expressions, and IMD LD specific expressions not shown in Figure 1) and actions (e.g., show/hide, notification, and change-property). IMS LD is a pedagogical neutral language which can be used to model a wide range of pedagogical strategies (Koper and Olivier 2004). In general, IMS LD can be used to script different forms of group interaction involved with multiple roles/users.

Although EML can support assessment, however, assessment tools and strategies are excluded in IMS LD (IMSLD 2003) when it was adopted by IMS (considering the existence of IMS QTI). As a consequence, IMS LD can not explicitly model various types of assessment tasks within a peer assessment process. However, IMS LD supports to include assessment content. In addition, as illustrated in Figure 1, IMS LD offers an approach to integrating application tools as services. Although only four internal services are explicitly specified in IMS LD, in theory, any software tool can be integrated in a learning design as an external service. Therefore, with an appropriate interface, any specific assessment tool (e.g., a concept-mapping tool or a simulator) can be integrated into a unit of learning.

3.3. Supporting Peer Assessment through a Combined Use of IMS QTI and IMS LD

IMS QTI version 2 provides the possibility to integrate IMS QTI with IMS LD. The primary motivation for integrating IMS LD and IMS QTI stems from use cases involving formative assessment and summative assessment using items with traditional question types (IMSQTI 2006). We extend the application areas of an integration of IMS LD and IMS QTI and improve the benefit of their combined use. As a consequence, a peer assessment can be modeled as a unit of assessment, a special unit of learning with assessment-specific entities.

Figure 1 shows an extended IMS LD conceptual model with an integration of IMS QTI. The grey rectangles represent extended assessment-specific concepts. A unit of assessment contains, at minimum, one assessment activity performed by assessee or assessor in a manner exploiting IMS QTI documents or/and assessment-specific services. It is important to note that such an extension is at conceptual level, without changing IMS LD at operational level except to explicitly add a new resource type “imsqti”. For example, an assessment activity should be defined still as a learning activity or a support activity. Assessee or assessor will be defined as sub-roles of staff or/and learner in a normal way. If an external service will be used as an assessment tool, it will be defined in a normal way to specify other external services. Only if a QTI item such as a multiple-choice, an ordering, or an open-question will be used in the assessment activity, the definition of the resource has to be handled in a IMS LD-aware manner. As illustrated in Figure 1, a resource referring to an assessment_test or an assessment_item has to be explicitly defined as an “imsqti” type. With such an indication, the run-time environment will call a QTI player as a generic assessment service to render questions according to the referred QTI document. In addition, any assessment-relevant property in IMS LD should be defined in a way that the identifier of the property is defined as a combination of the identifier of the assessment_item and the identifier of the outcome. In this way, a property and a outcome will be coupled. Three solid lines represent the connections between IMS LD and IMS QTI.

When scripting a peer assessment through such a combined use of IMS LD and IMS QTI, a peer assessment can be modeled and wrapped as a special unit of learning, which include a set of coordinated learning activities, support activities, and assessment activities performed by a group of peer students (and sometimes including tutor). An assessment activity may be performed by using a specific assessment service or by referring a
QTI document directly in its activity-description or indirectly through a learning object within an associated environment (see Figure 1). The scripted peer assessment then can be delivered in an integrated execution environment. The following two sections will present this approach in detail using a peer assessment example.

![Diagram of IMS LD Conceptual Model with Integration of IMS QTI](image)

**Figure 1.** Extended IMS LD Conceptual Model with Integration of IMS QTI

### 4. Scripting a Peer Assessment

#### 4.1. A Peer Assessment Example

For the purposes of presenting modeling method, a case study is introduced that is originally described in (Orsmond 2004). This case study describes a peer assessment exercise – writing and reviewing an article for a scientific magazine. The following steps describe the principal stages:

1. A tutor explains the peer assessment procedure and instructs students to select an interesting, recent paper from the primary scientific literature.
2. Each student selects a different paper and reads it.
3. Each student then prepares a brief article (400-500 words) about their chosen paper in the style of the “This Week” section of New Scientist magazine.
4. Pairs of students then exchange articles and review each other’s work, using an evaluation sheet very similar in overall style to that used by scientific journals. The reviewer must assess the article and (i) decide whether the article is acceptable without change or whether minor/major revision is required (ii) provide specific feedback on any points raised by commenting on the article.
5. Student reviewers then return the article and evaluation sheet to the original author, who has then to consider their response to the review, using a response form. Students must decide whether to (i) modify their article, whether they feel that the reviewer’s comments are appreciate and (ii) prepare a written response to each of the points raised by the reviewer. Then students hand in all documents for final assessment.
6. The tutor then marks on students’ exercises in a way that the quality of the original version of the article, the student’s response to peer review, and the student’s effectiveness as a peer reviewer will be considered as 30%, 30%, 40% of the overall mark, respectively.
4.2. Scripting the Peer Assessment Example by Using an Authoring Tool

The peer assessment example is modeled and shown in Figure 2. In this peer assessment example there are two kinds of roles: tutor and learner. In order to explicitly model the tasks of each peer student and the exchange of information between them, learner1 and learner2 are defined as two sub-roles of the learner. The tutor and peer students are assigned to do different tasks. The tasks are modeled as learning activities (e.g., selecting/reading paper1 and responding review1) and support activities (e.g., final assessment1) in the model. Each activity has an element called activity-description, some of which (e.g., writing article1 or reviewing article2, final assessment2) refer to QTI documents. The overall assessment process is defined as a play with six acts illustrated in the Figure 2. Each act consists of more than one role-part. In the first act, the tutor teaches learners how to conduct this peer assessment and what is expected. In the second act, two peer students select a different paper respectively and read the selected papers. In the third act each student writes an article. In the fourth act students review the articles of their peers and comment on them. In the following act they response to the reviews of their peers and revise the original article if necessary. In the last act, the tutor assesses the students’ work and give them scores. All acts are executed in sequence. The arrows with solid lines in Figure 3 indicate the control-flows of the process.

Properties should be defined to represent products and assessment results (e.g., article1 and review1) in the peer assessment script. Meanwhile, corresponding outcome variables of assessment_items have to be defined as well. The identifier of a property titled article1 has to be defined in a way like article1_qtiitem.content by combining identifier of assessment_item (defined as article1_qtiitem) and identifier of outcome (defined as content). Such definition enables data transference from QTI document to IMS LD property. In addition, as we see in Figure 2, data (e.g., article1, article2, review1, review2, and so on) are produced by a learner in an activity and will be used by another learner in another activity. The arrows with dash lines indicate the data-flows in the process. Viewing the value of a property is realized by using “view-property” element in a XHTML document, which is modeled as a learning resource and will be referred by an item. The item is defined in a learning object within an environment. We define two environments for storing data regarding to the work of two learners, respectively. For example, the environment named “information about article1” will be associated with all activities handling article 1 such as selecting/reading paper1, writing article1, reviewing article1, responding review1, and final assessment1. Since all data concerning article 1 is collected in this environment, this shared environment can be used by learner1 writing article1, by learner2 reviewing article1, and by tutor assessing learner1’s work.

![Figure 2. Process Model of a Peer Assessment Example](image-url)
An compatible authoring tool can be used to script this peer assessment and then to generate IMS LD code and IMS QTI documents automatically. This tool is developed based on CoSMoS (Miao 2005), a tree-form-based IMS LD authoring tool and now is extended to integrate functions for editing IMS QTI item. Although not all QTI edit functions have been developed, as shown in Figure 3, a user can script a learning design and edit necessary QTI documents in an integrated authoring environment with a unified user interface. The Figure 3 shows the user interface of editing the review form with a multiple-choice interaction and an open-question interaction. It is important to note that the coupling of a property (e.g., comment1) in peer assessment script with an outcome variable (e.g., comment) in the assessment_item titled “review1” can be defined by dragging the icon of the property and dropping into the input-filed of outcome. Then the identifier of the property titled “comment1” will be assigned as “review1.comment” automatically.

![COSMOS. IMS LD Authoring Tool](image)

**Figure 3. A Screenshot of an Integrated IMS LD and IMS QTI Authoring Tool**

### 5. Delivering a Peer Assessment

This peer assessment example has been executed successfully in a web-based, integrated execution environment including Service-based Learning Design Player (SLeD 2004), an IMS LD client, CopperCore (Vogten and Martens 2004), an IMS LD engine, and APIS (APIS 2004), an IMS QTI player. They have been integrated through CopperCore Service Integration Architecture (CCSI) (Vogten, Martens et al. 2006). CCSI was developed with the integration of different kind of services in mind, especially those defined in the service section of LD although other types of services are conceivable. In the execution of the peer assessment, a user interacts with SLeD in a normal way to play a learning process following the script. When a QTI document is used, the CopperCore engine will send the QTI document to SLeD. Then SLeD will ask for service from APIS player and render corresponding question for the user. When user finishes the answering the question, SLeD will send to APIS again for handling user’s response. The results will be transferred to CopperCore according the coupling between the property and outcome defined in the script. The detail handling procedure can be seen in (Vogten, Martens et al. 2006). Figure 4 shows a screenshot of the user interface when learner2 is reviewing article 1.
6. Discussion

In this section we discuss two issues: efficiency and flexibility. **Efficiency:** Rather than educational efficiency of a peer assessment, we discuss efficiency of technical approaches to develop and deliver an online peer assessment. As mentioned before, in typical software development methods, developers with programming competence has to spend about one man-year to design, code, compile, debug, and install a peer assessment tool. Our approach is fully based on open e-learning standards. As we have seen, standard-compatible authoring tools and run-time environments are available. The users with knowledge about programming and process modeling can be trained easily to script online peer assessment by using tools. To script a peer assessment process, one or several days may be enough for users who have process modeling competence that is possessed by most software programmers. In addition, because of interoperability, users can design a peer assessment based existing scripts of others through searching and modifying. It will extremely save a lot of time and efforts in development of online peer assessment. **Flexibility:** we discuss the flexibility of technical approach to develop and deliver a online peer assessment. As discussed in the second section, there are a variety of forms of peer assessment. The variation space of peer assessment is a combination of all variables changing in their value domains. Any software tool can only provide a limited flexibility. Additionally, once a software application tool has been developed, it is not easy to customize and add new functions to fit the changing contexts and specific needs. These software applications have their own data representation that is not usable by other applications. Their functions cannot be shared directly by other software tools as well. In contrast, our approach is based on open e-learning standards. A peer assessment script can be tailored and customized easily for their special requirements. They can be executed in any IMS LD player with any integrated IMS QTI player.

This technical approach has limitations. The required level of technical knowledge of IMS LD and IMS QTI for those authoring assessments is significant at the moment, because of the lack of easy to use graphical tools that support users in complex learning models. To acquiring such knowledge is not very difficult work for software developers and people with knowledge about programming and process modeling. However, when we try to extend a user group to include end-users like teachers and assessment designers, there is still a gap between the requirements of users and the functions that existing authoring tools can provide. In addition, if group interaction is extremely complex (e.g., in group composition, group dynamics, data structure of evidence, and data exchange patterns) and the number of roles and peer students increases, the complexity of the scripts will be too difficult to be handled even for experts. Therefore, new generations of authoring tools are expected to support practitioners to develop online peer assessment. One of the aims of the TENCompetence project (TENCompetence, 2006) is to develop such authoring tools.
7. Conclusions and Future Work

Peer assessment is a special pedagogical method that can be applied to develop critical thinking skills and improve communication skills. There is no such a form of peer assessment that “one size fits to all”. Many different forms of peer assessment have been designed and reported. Existing tools supporting online peer assessment are developed in a typical software development method. A lot time and efforts will be spent for developing the tools. In addition, they can not be easily customized to fit the changing contexts and specific needs. We claim that a technical approach based on open e-learning standards can make the development and delivery of a peer assessment more efficiently and flexibly. In this paper, we analyze the strength and weakness of IMS QTI and IMS LD on supporting online peer assessment. We present a technical approach to script multiple users/roles involved group interaction needed in peer assessment by using IMS QTI and IMS LD complementarily. In order to help users to get benefits from this approach, design-time systems and run-time systems are developed and under development. Through using a peer assessment example, we present how users can be supported in scripting a peer assessment and in executing a peer assessment script. Through a discussion, we conclude that our approach based on IMS QTI and IMS LD, in comparison with typical software development methods, is a more efficient and flexible method to support online peer assessment.

However, existing IMS LD and IMS QTI authoring tools can not support average practitioners to script their own peer assessment. Our future work in this direction is to develop domain-specific language to represent the various facets of peer assessment. Such a language tends to support higher-level abstractions than general-purpose modeling language like IMS LD and IMS QTI, meaning that they require less effort and fewer low-level details to script a peer assessment. The scripts in such an assessment-specific language will be transformed into IMS LD code and QTI documents automatically, wrapped as a unit of assessment, and delivered in any standard-compatible execution environment.
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